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Introduction

Conceptual models
Consider a variable group Y describing an aspect of reality (e.g. Health) on n units (e.g. countries) and R explanatory variable groups X1, ...XR, each pertaining to a theme, i.e. having a clear conceptual unity and a proper role in the explanation of Y (e.g. Wealth, Education...). We may graph the dependancy of Y on X1, ...XR as shown on figure 1. 
Modelling with Latent Variables
• Consider R variable groups X1, ..., XR . One may assume that underlying each group, there is one latent (unobserved) variable vr, and that these latent variables are linked through a linear model having one or more equations (cf. fig. 2 ). We shall refer to this model as the latent model. • Consider a single equation latent model, in which q latent variables act upon one observed or latent variable. We shall call the model a q-predictor-group one. A 1-predictor group model is essentially different from a multi-predictor group one, in that the effect of a predictor group on the dependant group indicates a global relation in the former model, and a partial relation (controlling for all other predictor groups) in the latter model.
• Each latent variable underlying a group of observed variables should, as far as possible, represent a group's strong structure, i.e. a component common to as many variables as possible in the group. At the same time, the latent variable set should fulfill, as best as possible, the latent model. It is easily understandable that these two constraints will generally draw the estimation in divergent directions. Therefore, a compromise must be found. It also stands to reason that the estimation of a latent variable with exclusive regard to the observed variables in its group, leaning on global redundancy between them, should make use of simple correlations (as PCA does), whereas its estimation with regard to the latent model, having to deal with effect separation, should use partial correlations. One therefore ends up with two different estimation schemes, and has to make them work hand in hand.
• In multi-predictor group models, the question of collinearity between groups arises. We think that, from the moment this type of model has been chosen by the analyst, he should not tolerate collinearity between groups, at least as far as strong within-group structures are concerned : the purpose of the model being to separate the explanatory group effects on the dependant one, these effects must indeed be separable. So, within-group collinearity should be no problem, whereas between-group collinearity should be one.
PLS Path Modelling's algorithm
• This approach was initially proposed by H. Wold [Wold 85] , and improved by Lohmöller [Lohmöller 89 ].
Wold's algorithm supposed that the sign of the correlation between each dependant latent variable Fr and each of its latent determinants Fm was known a priori. This is a costly assumption. Lohmöller's method notably relaxes this hypothesis [Lohmöller 1989 ] [Tenenhaus 1998 ] [Vivien 2002] , and carries out estimation without any more information than the conceptual model we have presented here (i.e. mere dependancy arcs between variables). Therefore, let us here present Lohmöller's algorithm.
• Consider R variable groups X1, ..., Xr, ... XR. All variables are standardized. One makes the following hypotheses:
H1 : Each group Xr is essentially unidimensional, i.e. is generated by one single latent variable vr. Each variable in the group can thus be written 
The algorithm
Step 0 (initialization) :
A starting value Fr(0) is determined for each latent variable vr , for instance by equating it to one of the variables of its group. We suggest that one start with the group's first principal component, since it embodies the group's « communality ».
Step p :
Phase 1 (internal estimation of each variable):
One sets :
... where st(x) means standardized x, and coefficients ctr are computed as follows:
1 -When latent variable vr is to be explained by variables {vt }, coefficients {ctr} will be equated to regression coefficients of Fr on {Ft} ; 2 -When vr is an explanatory variable of vt , ctr will be equated to single correlation ρ(Fr, Fr).
Phase 2 (external estimation of each variable):
The internal estimation Φr is drawn towards strong correlation structures of group Xr by computing:
Note that, all variables being standardized, this formula also reads :
The algorithm stops when estimations of latent variables have reached required stability.
Discussion
• Algorithmic structure:
Phase 2 (external estimation) of the current step draws each latent variable estimation towards a strong structure of its group using binary correlations between the internally estimated value of the latent variable and all observed variables of its group. We study properties of operator XrXr' and generalize it in next section.
Phase 1 (internal estimation) is supposed to bring the estimation of the latent variable closer to the relation it should fulfil with the others. And so it does, to a certain extent. But, according to us, it does not fully comply with the partial correlation logic, and therefore does not make full use of group-complementarity to optimize prediction. This point is developped further below. It seems to us that external and internal estimations, which we try to make meet, each have their own logic :
-External estimation, in order to draw each latent variable towards strong correlation structures within the group, naturally uses single bivariate correlation between the variables in the group.
i.e. to separate the effects of explanatory groups onto the dependant group. Its logic should therefore use partial correlation.
Convergence of internal estimation may be reached, as well as that of external estimation, but the two limits will generally remain distinct, since external estimation Fr pertains to < Xr >, when internal estimation Φr does not a priori.
• Internal Estimation scheme:
Let us get back to coefficients ctr. Suppose the model has but one equation, predicting latent variable vr linearly from latent variables { vt }.
The internal estimation of Fr will be:
... where coefficients {ctr} are regression coefficients of Fr on {Ft}. These coefficients are partial effects, thus comply with the effect-separation logic. Now, consider the internal estimation of each vt :
When there is but one equation in the model, we see that internal estimation of each predictor is taken as the predicted variable itself. Should there be several equations and vt appear as predictor of several dependant variables vr , the internal estimation would compute a sum of these dependant variables (externally estimated)wheighed by their global correlation with Ft . In any case, the estimation Φt completely ignores the existence of other predictors of vr. The fact that coefficient crt does not convey any idea of partial relation here seems rather problematic to us.
Let us now develop an alternative approach to external and internal estimation.
External estimation -Resultants:
Linear resultants
• X being a group of J standardized variables, and y a standardized variable, XX'y will be termed simple resultant of y on group X, and shorthanded RX y. We have already noted that:
• More generally, let y be a numerical variable and X a group of J numerical variables. Let M be a regular symmetric positive J × J matrix weighing X. We call variable XMX'y : resultant of y on group X weighed by M, and shorthand it:
. Matrix XMX' is of course none other than that of M-scalar product of observation (row) vectors of X. We showed that the resultant can be used to measure the concordance of y with X in two ways : its direction gives the dimension of this concordance in the group's sub-space, and its norm can be used to measure the intensity of the link [Bry 2001] .
. Matrix XMX' being symmetric positive, it can be powered with α. Let us write:
and call it the α-degree resultant of y on X,M.
• In PLSPM, the simple resultant on group X is used to draw a current estimation of a latent variable towards a strong correlation structure of X. 
can be viewed as a sum of y's components on X's principal component basis, each component being weighed by the factor's structural force λk (i.e. the part of total variance it captures) taken with power α. As a consequence, y is drawn towards Principal Components of X in proportion of the percentage of variance they capture (put to power α), and of their correlation with y.
• It is easy to see on (4) that:
. No account is taken of correlation structures in group X.
-If α > 0, heavier PC's will draw stronger on y (provided it has non-zero correlation with them).
-If α → +∞, the heaviest PC with which y has non-zero correlation becomes dominating in the sum, so that y is simply projected onto it.
As a conclusion, continuous parameter α reflects the extent to which we consider correlation structures in X. • The purpose of matrix M is also to modulate the account taken of correlation structures in X, yet it works a bit differently: less smoothly, in a sense, but allowing to distinguish sub-groups in X.
Of course, if we take M = (X'X) -1 , we end up with:
(which we will also write:
... i.e. the same result as when α = 0 whatever M. When a numerical variable group X is partitionned into R sub-groups and one wants to take correlation structures into account within each as well as between them, but balance the contribution of groups to the resultant, one may use M = Diag({wrIJr}r), where Jr is the number of variables in group Xr and wr a suitable weight, for instance the inverse of Xr's first PCA eigenvalue, as in Multiple Factor Analysis [Escofier, Pagès 1990 ].
Non-linear Resultants
Why may one want to go beyond linear resultants?
Consider a group X of standardized numerical variables, weighed by matrix I. We have seen that, for α > 0, α I X R , operator will always draw variable y harder towards stronger PC's (with which it has non-zero correlation), even -and this is the point -if y is very far from them, i.e. these correlations are very low. This can be seen on figure 3: y is closer to the second PC, and yet is drawn towards the first one. Under the hypothesis that group X is fundamentally unidimensional (H1), this is nothing to complain about. But many situations are thoroughly multidimensional. Let us just recall, for History's sake, the great SpearmanThurstone controversy as to the dimensions of intelligence. Spearman, and those who followed him, were mislaid for 30 years by the prejudice that there was but one factor underlying intellectual aptitudes. Thurstone pointed out the existence, among the psychometric test data, of several positively but weakly correlated variable bundles, and made clear that it was essential that PCs help identify them. Computing several PCs instead of one is a first considerable improvement. The second improvement owed to Thurstone is the rotation he proposed of original PCs so as to make them adjust variable bundles (yet, it may still not be sufficient, as mutually uncorrelated components cannot adjust correcly to correlated bundles).
In our external estimation context, we would like to « draw the estimation towards a close structural direction » (e.g. bundle, if any), still paying some respect to the strength of this structure. It is clear that the linear resultant fails to achieve that. Consider figure 4 , showing a group consisting in two positively but weakly correlated variable bundles of equal structural importance. Variable y is close to bundle A, and has very little to do with bundle B (which is only weakly correlated with A). Yet, the resultant draws it towards the first PC, and so, towards B. Let us rotate the PCs so as to make each one as close as possible to a bundle, and substitute them for group X in the resultant computation. As these rotated PC's capture the same amount of variance (for obvious symmetry reasons) and are uncorrelated, the resultant operator will boil down to the identity matrix, and will leave any variable y unchanged ( fig. 5 ).
So, y is still not drawn towards the closest structural direction. To achieve that, we have to introduce some bonus to « closeness » in the resultant's computation, and this makes it non-linear.
Non-linear resultants a) Formulas
• The simple resultant of y on a numerical standardized variable group X was calculated as follows:
, we may introduce a bonus to closeness by calculating instead:
It may be sufficient, in practice, to take β = 2k, where k is a natural integer, which we shall refer to as the resultant's order. Then, we write:
• Let us generalize the previous situation by considering a numerical variable group X partitionned into R sub-groups X1, ..., Xr, ... XR and let M = Diag({(Xr'Xr) -1 }r). The linear resultant was:
Now, if we introduce our bonus to closeness in the same way as above, we have:
This formula generalizes the previous one and allows us to deal with categorical variables.
It can obviously be written:
... where
is a symmetric positive matrix including the « bonus to closeness » effect and thus, depending on y (hence the non-linearity). Matrix MX,y,k is a local euclidian metric
is a local resultant operator. Just as linear resultant operators, it can be put to any positive power α ∈ R
As with linear resultants, α can be interpreted as the degree of account taken of structures in X.
b) Behaviour
When α = 0, we get the orthogonal projection onto <X>. Now, let us take α > 0:
When k = 0, we get the linear resultant back, the bonus to closeness being null.
When k > 0, variable subgroups spanning subspaces closer to y are given more weight.
When k → ∞, the variable subgroup spanning the closest subspace to y is dominating: ) ( Keeping the heuristic base of the program, we can extend it to any even power greater than 4. Thus, for k≥2, we get:
This program can be rewritten:
That is:
>, two elements are taken into account: the correlation of the factor with its non-linear resultant, and the norm of that resultant. The non-linear resultant drawing a factor F towards a « strong and close » structure, the factor itself will be all the closer to this structure as it is correlated to the resultant. On the other hand, the resultant's norm will be all the greater as F is close to the structure. Thus, the criterium maximized by the program is straightforward to interpret.
Internal estimation
We are now going to set up an alternative internal estimation scheme. Let us take back notations from §2.
External estimates of latent variables will be referred to as factors. Indices r and t will refer to dependant and explanatory variables respectively. Let F-t stand for the the set of all explanatory factors except Ft.
Latent model without interaction effects
Estimation formulas:
• To estimate vt, we have to take into account all other predictors of vr, and shall take advantage of the whole prediction potential of group Xt. So, we regress Fr(p-1) onto {Xt, F-t(p-1)}, and take the component on Xt of the prediction. So, we have:
• We could keep estimating vr internally using Lohmöller's method, i.e. formula (1), {ctr} being the coefficients of Fr(p-1)'s regression upon {Ft(p-1)}. Geometrically speaking, we would then have:
In fact, we would like, just as for the explanatory variables, to get an internal estimation of vr that is in <Xr>, in order to be able to skip external estimation.
So, we shall take:
Properties:
• Formula (8) uses partial relations between dependant and explanatory variables.
• As each variable vr's internal estimation now pertains to subspace <Xr>, it becomes possible to skip external estimation in the PLSPM algorithm. The roles of internal and external estimations are well separated: internal estimation's purpose is to maximize latent model adjustment, whereas external estimation's purpose is to draw estimations towards groups' strong structures.
• Notice that (8) maximises coefficient R² over <Xt>, given F-t. If we iterate (8) to internally estimate in turn all explanatory variables vt, R² increases throughout the process. Formula (9) can only increase R² too. So, if we skip external estimation, R² can only increase throughout the PLSPM algorithm.
• Now, let us regress Fr(p-1) onto all explanatory groups, i.e. X, where X = [{Xt}t], and let
be the <Xt >-component of the prediction. If we replace every current explanatory factor Ft (p-1) by
, then regressing onto {Xt, F-t(p-1)} amounts to the same as regressing on X, and therefore, (9) yields:
and of course, (8) gives:
. So, we have a fixed point of the algorithm.
• If there is but one explanatory group Xt, and we skip external estimation, the algorithm will perform canonical correlation analysis. Indeed, once stability is reached, the estimated variables verify the following characteristic equations:
If we add up standard external estimation using simple resultants, we get rank 1 factors of PLS regression.
But again, the thing to focus on is the use of partial relations to predictors in the estimation process when there are several predictor groups.
Illustration of the main difference with Lohmöller's procedure
Consider the case reported on figure 8. Here, we have a dependant group reduced to a single variable y, to be predicted from two groups X1 and X2. Explanatory group X1 contains standardized variables a and b, which are supposed to be uncorrelated, while X2 merely contains c. The only latent variable to be estimated is v1 in group X1. The dependant variable y pertains to plane <a,c>, and is such that its orthogonal projection onto <X1 > is colinear to b (i.e. y = <a,c> ∩ <b,<X1 > ⊥ >). The dimension in X1 that is the most useful, together with c, to predict y is therefore a. In contrast, the procedure we suggest, projecting y onto <X1> parallelly to c, will find a = Φ 1 . Then, external estimation will replace it with a a a X X F
. Here also, we have reached stability.
Collinearity problems:
• Let a be a linear combination of F-t factors. We have:
. So, (8) ensures that Φt is as far as possible from collinearity with F-t. Of course, is uniquely determined only if <Xt>∩<F-t> = 0. This will be the case in practice, provided group Xt is not too large (with respect to the number of observations). If it is, one possibility consists in reducing its dimension through prior PCA. We regard it as a good one, because really weak dimensions should anyway be discarded, and using a subspace of <Xt >, we keep Φt in <Xt >.
A remaining collinearity problem between <Xt > and <F-t >, once the weaker dimensions in <Xt> removed, would indicate that Xt shares strong explanatory dimensions with the other explanatory groups. This is a problem, but less with the method than with the conceptual model: this means indeed that the partial effects of explanatory groups upon the dependant one can theoretically not be separated, which violates the fundamental assumption of our analytical approach. Under such circumstances, how could one think of an explanatory model?
• When there is some collinerarity within Xt, exists and is unique, which is enough for our estimation method (it could be computed using Xt's PCs). So collinearity within Xt causes no real problem.
Multi-equation model
• Here, we suppose that the model contains several equations. A latent variable vr can be the dependant one in some equations, and explanatory in others. Supposing vr intervenes in Q equations.We may apply formulas (8) and (9) • In what follows, we will refer to this PLSPM algorithm as the Thematic Components PLS Path Modelling (shorthanded TCPM). The reason for this being that the idea of projecting the dependant variable onto each explanatory group parallelly to all other explanatory factors was first developped in an algorithm called Thematic Components Analysis, dealing with a single equation model [Bry 2003 ].
Application example: the Senegalese presidential election of 2000
The election of the Senegalese president has two ballots. The two candidates who get the highest scores in the first ballot are the only ones to compete in the second ballot. The winner is the one who wins the relative majority in the second ballot.
The data : (cf. appendix A)
Senegal is divided into 30 departments. We shall try to relate the departemental scores of the candidates to economic, social and cultural characteristics of the departments, using the conceptual model shown on figure   9 . The rationale behind this model, is that : 1) Concerning the first ballot, the economic and social situation should be an important factor of political choice. Besides, in a given socio-economic situation, cultural considerations such a ethnic and religious background may still cause differences in the vote.
2) The results of the second ballot are mainly determined by those of the first, through a strong vote-transfer mechanism. The latent variable in group Xk will be written Fk.
The variables used in this analysis are : 
Scol : Gross Enrolment Ratio
Malnutrition : Malnutrition rate.
DrinkWater : Proportion of population having access to drinkable water.
Rural, Urban : Percentages of rural and urban populations.
PopDensity : Population Density
HouseholdSize : Average number of persons in a household Pop0_14, Pop15_60, PopOver60 : Proportions of population aged 0 to 14, 15 to 60, and over 60. We must mention that candidates Thiam, Dieye, Sock and Fall most generally had very low scores at the first ballot (below 1%), and therefore had very little weight in the coalitions that formed between the two ballots.
Attention should thus be focussed on the other candidates (Wade, Diouf, Niasse, Ka).
TCPM results:
We thought more careful to first investigate equations (a) and (b) separately, and check the closeness of estimations for the common latent variable F3, before launching the joint estimation of the whole 2-equation system. Stability (changes lower than 1/1000) was always reached in less than 10 iterations.
Separate estimations of equations (a) and (b)
We successively used resultants S0, S1, S2, S3, S4 to see whether adjustment could be improved. Table 1 gives, for each S-choice, the R² coefficient for equations (a) and (b) estimated separately, as well as the correlation between the two estimations of the F3 factor. All in all, the choice of S1 seems best, as it gives better adjustment of both equations, and (almost) the best correlation between F3 estimations. Such a good correlation will entitle us to proceed later on to a joint estimation of both equations.
Interpretation of equation (a) estimated on its own :
Comparing the factors given by the different S order options, we noticed that S1,... S4 give out very close results (correlations between estimations of the « same » factor ranging from 0.97 to 1), but that there are more important differences between the results given by S0 and S1, especially in group X2, as shown below.
Factor
F1 F2 F3
correlation between S0-and S1-estimations .994 .491 .815
Considering this, we found important to interpret results in the S0 and S1 cases.
• F3 factor was regressed on F1 and F2 , which gave the following results : From these correlations, it is clear that in both cases, F1 opposes urban departments (high values) to rural ones (low values). Urban departments have a higher population density, are better provided with industry and services and are relatively rich, whereas rural ones merely depend on agriculture and are very poor.
• 
S = S1:
Here, factor F2 is highly correlated positively with the presence of the Joola ethnic group and negatively with the proportion of moslims in the population. Recall that the great majority of the Joola people lives in the south deparments and is christian, and that most christians are Joolas, too, hence an interdepartmental correlation of -.839 between the percentage of Joolas and that of moslims.
In this case, the choice of S has heavy consequences: the computed factors do not quite seem to point to the same phenomenon, and will not lead to identical models.
• We end up with the following models, relating standardized factors: So, the use of S1 and S0 has directed us towards two different phenomenons: the urban factor and the Joola region's bonus in the Wade vote (S1), and the Pulaar factor in the Ka vote (S0). But the first phenomenon is globally more important, and was more clearly set out.
Interpretation of equation (b) estimated on its own :
Here, the choice of S does not lead to very different results. We selected S = S1, since it provides the best adjusted latent model.
• Interpretation of F3 : • The estimated latent model is: It is also possible to model the final Wade score in the same way, with nearly equivalent quality.
Joint estimation of equations (a) and (b):
We know enough, by now, about the two « conceptual equations » (economic & cultural → vote1 and vote1 → vote2) to try and match them through the joint estimation process. As shown on table 2, the best latent model global adjustment quality was obtained for S = S0, but results given by S0 and S1 are rather close. Besides, when correlating F2 estimations, one can notice a drastic change in F2 when one leaves S0 or S1 for S2 or a higher order S. So, we may feel important to present S0-and S2-estimations.
Factor interpretation :
F1 has exactly the same interpretation as in the separate estimation (rural / urban). So has F4 (Wade2 / Diouf2). As for F2 and F3, S0 leads to the same phenomenon as in the separate estimation (Pulaar factor in the Ka vote), whereas S2 leads to the phenomenon outlined by S1 in the separate estimation (urban factor and Joola bonus for Wade).
Final models :
We end up with two possible models, of unequal adjustment quality, but pointing out different and equally interesting phenomenons. If we select the one or two best correlated variables with each factor, we get: Combining these two models gives our final path model of the contest ( fig. 10 ). All coefficients have P-value below .01 except for the Joola effect in Wade1's model (P = .02). It is clear that the use of different S-degrees has allowed us to approach the data with more delicacy, and that the final model better reflects the complexity of the studied reality.
Dealing with interaction effects
So far, we only considered the predictors' marginal (constant) effects on the dependant variable. Let us now release this constraint by allowing a predictor's effect to be a linear function of other predictors' values.
Single equation model with interaction effects
The model
Consider the following single equation model, in which a predictor interacts with some others:
Fs is the dependant variable. The set of its predictors is Es. Amongst them, Ft interacts with some other predictors, whose set is denoted Js t .
Supposing that all variables are currently known but Ft, we have to extend our internal estimation procedure so as to estimate Ft (internal estimation will be denoted Φt, as before).
Note: Should the model contain some interactions that do not involve Ft, each of the interacting predictors and of their products could be considered as part of the Fu's in the last summation.
Internal estimation procedure for interactive latent variables
Notation: F being a variable and X a variable group, F⊗X (or X⊗F) will refer to the group formed by 
Algorithm:
Initialization:
Φt's initial value is calculated as if all δrt coefficients were zero, i.e. using the internal estimation scheme we proposed in section 4.1. for an explanatory factor.
Current step 1:
. This provides with a current estimation of coefficients βt and δrt ,denoted:
.
Current step 2:
1) Calculate group Yt = Φt. If this value is close enough from the previous one, stop. Else, go back to current step 1.
The illustration of this algorithm is given on figure 11 in a simplified case.
Figure 11: Internal estimation of an interactive variable
Dependant factor Fs has only two predictors
Fr and Ft, which interact. We illustrate Ft's internal estimation.
Current step 1
Fs is regressed on Fr,Φt and FrΦt, which gives estimated coefficients rt t r δ β β, , . 
Then, Fs is regressed on this subspace and Fr, which gives a new component Gt .
draw the new value of Φt (so, that of FrΦt).
• R² increases:
Current step 1: The standard multiple regression optimizes R².
Current step 2: Subspace
contains the solution of step 1:
, but is larger. The regression performed here therefore increases R².
• When no Ft in Xt does really interact with any other predictor in Fs's model, the procedure boils down to the formula used for models without interactions:
formed in current step 2 is none other than <Xt>. So step 2 amounts to repeating initialization, i.e. what is done in models without interactions.
Multi-equation model with interaction effects
There is absolutely no difference with the technique used when no interaction is considered.
First application example: simulated data
• For 100 observations, we generated 20 independant random variables using uniform distribution U[-1 , 1], and aranged them in 2 groups, A and B, containing 10 variables each: a1 ... a10 for group A, and b1 ... b10
for group B. Then, we computed the following c variable: c = 0.2(a1 + b1)/ 2 3 / + 0.8(a2/10 + b2/10 + a2.b2)/ 53 450 /
• All variables naturally have zero mean, including products ai.bj , since E(ai.bj) = E(ai).E(bj) = 0.
• Variable c can be written: c = 0.2 c1 + 0.8 c2, where c1 = (a1 + b1)/ 2 3 / and c2 = (a2/10 + b2/10 + a2*b2)/ 53 450 / are two independant variables of unit variance:
∀i : V(ai) = V(bi) = (1+1)²/12 = 1/3 ; ∀i,j : V(ai.bj) = E(ai.bj)² = E(ai²).E(bj²) = V(ai).V(bi) = 1/9 ∀i,j : Cov(ai,bj) = 0 ; Cov(ai , ai.bj) = E(ai . ai.bj) = E(ai².bj) = E(ai²).E(bj) = 0
Similarly, Cov(bj , ai.bj) = 0.
As a consequence: V(a1 + b1) = V(a1) + V(b1) =2/3 and: V(a2/10 + b2/10 + a2.b2) = V(a2)/100 + V(b2)/100 + V(a2.b2) = 53/450. Therefore: V(c1) = V(c2) = 1.
• Note that coefficient of c1 in c is four times smaller than that of c2. Variable c1 contains no interaction between a1 and b1, whereas in c2, interaction between a2 and b2 is dominating in terms of variance.
A method that only sees marginal effects should detect a1 and b1 as main components of c, whereas taking interactions into account should shift these components to a2 and b2 respectively.
• Notes: 1) Each of groups A and B consisting in uncorrelated variables having the same variance, it has no definite principal component system, so PCA prior to regression is no use at all.
2) The number of possible interactions between variables of groups A and B respectively amounts to 100 (it is the number of products ai.bj). If we add to this the number of marginal effects of both groups, we get 120 coefficients. As there are only 100 observations, it is impossible to regress c onto {ai, bj, ai.bj}ij to estimate the model directly. So, the situation looks uncomfortable.
Let us submit the data to TCPM using linear resultant S0 (it gives similar results to using no resultant at all, since groups have no definite PC structure), first without, then with interactions. Stability has been reached using 3 iterations inside the internal estimation procedure, and 15 iterations alternating internal and external estimations.
TCPM without interactions:
Here are the correlations between each factor we get and the variables of the corresponding group: TCPM without interactions, unable to detect the interaction between a2 and b2, tracked down the variables whose sole marginal effects were able to capture c's variance best, i.e. a1 and b1 (factors are also positively, but weakly correlated to a2 and b2, respectively). But the part of explained variance remains modest (regressing c onto FA and FB has R² = .307; regressing c onto a1 and b1 has R² = .208). So, the procedure has missed the main phenomenon.
TCPM with interactions:
Correlations between each factor we get and the variables of the corresponding group are now: Considering interactions allowed TCPM to detect the dominating variables in c's model (regressing c onto FA, FB and FAFB has now R² = .868; regressing c onto a2 , b2 and a2b2 has R² = .948).
Second application example: modelling the rent in Dakar
The data (cf. appendix B):
We are dealing with a sample of 41 houses let for rent in Dakar. For each one, we recorded the monthly rent The model that seemed natural to us is the following: building quality and area quality determine the cost of the house per size unit (size being a latent variable since it can be measured in various ways). Then, under the assumption that the return on investment is constant, cost per size unit and size should determine the rent in a multiplicative way (cf. fig 12) . From the conceptual model shown on fig. 12 , we draw the following equations:
Note that no observed variable can be taken as a measure of Cost. Therefore, we can not apply TCPM directly to our model. But removing Cost transforms this model so that every latent variable is directly supported by a group of observed variables. Indeed, from (a) and (b), we draw:
We finally get a single equation model (c) involving two interactions. The corresponding conceptual model is shown on figure 13. 
Estimation :
We computed several TCPM estimations:
-Without external estimation ; first without, then with interaction effects.
-With external estimation ; first without, then with interaction effects. We tried resultant orders 0 to 4, and found that k = 1 provided the best adjustment quality.
When estimation was made taking no account of interactions, the corresponding factor products were still calculated and put into the final regression model, to allow comparison.
The results of the estimations are compared in tables 3 to 6. Stability was always achieved in less than 10 iterations. The best adjusted model is, unsurprisingly, that estimated with interactions and without external estimation (R² is then the sole criterium to be maximized). The remarkable adjustment quality is due to several facts: 1)
Model adjustment quality:
Pure R² maximization when one skips external estimations; 2) Taking interactions into account raises the number of predictive dimensions; 3) Rent fluctuations, given size and quality, are relatively small compared to global fluctuations, since houses go from timeworn single room to luxury detached house; 4) The number of explanatory observed variables is high, considering the number of observations. Note that when one skips external estimation, taking interactions into account improves adjustment quality (rising from 0.934 to 0.993) much more than when one does not. This is perfectly expectable, as external estimation restricts estimation liberty. Note also the adjustment quality loss when interaction terms SB and SA are being omitted in the model. Since k = 1 provides a better adjusted latent model, we shall retain this order for external estimation.
Factor interpretation:
A factor can be interpreted in two complementary ways:
1 -Using its correlations with the group's observed variables. In this case, the stress is put on the global relation between the factor and each of the observed variables.
2 -Using the coefficients of the observed variables in the factor's formula. In that case, the stress is put on the part each observed variable plays in the factor (partial relation). Here, we have standardized all variables so as to be able to compare their coefficients in absolute value. The estimated size factor is strongly and positively correlated with all size variables, which entitles us to interpret it as such in all cases. It is generaly closer to the built surface than to any other variable. The least relevant variable appears to be the number of kitchens (a nearly constant variable, since in the great majority of houses, there is a single kitchen, with the exception of isolate rooms, having none, and few luxury detached houses having two).
As for coefficients, they show a great disparity across estimations. When one skips external estimation, signs
and absolute values vary considerably: effect transfers occur between correlated variables, obviously. The role of external estimation is to shrink such transfers, and so so it does, giving only positive coefficients having balanced absolute values. The only variable having a coefficient much weaker than the others' is the number of kitchens, already noted as little relevant. Skipping external estimation and considering no interaction lead to a factor poorly correlated with quality variables and with unconstant sign. Coefficients also have heterogenous absolute values and signs. Under such circumstances, factor interpretation is awkward. Taking interactions into account improves the situation a great deal: the factor it provides is positively and often well correlated with the variables that mean quality rise. Moreover, when one uses external estimation, coefficients of all variables in the factor's formula become all positive. Here, all variables a priori mean a facility, with the possible exception of Distance to TC. Estimations provide a factor negatively correlated to the latter variable, and positively to Business area (the business area being located in the town centre). Skipping external estimation and ignoring interactions leads to a factor poorly correlated with the group's variables, and with coefficients sometimes having irrelevant signs (e.g.
Distance to TC's and Business area's have the same sign). Note that merely introducing interactions yields results much easier to interpret. Besides, what external estimation does is very clear: it draws the latent variable towards the Town Center (business area) factor, which seems to be the most important in this group.
Conclusion :
Taking interactions into account always provided a better fitting model. Besides, external estimation proved essential for factor interpretation. Therefore, we will retain the model estimated through the last procedure.
This estimated model (linking standardized variables) is: R = -.123 + .584 S + .280 B + .598 A + .318 SB + .542 SA
Conclusion
In these developments, we have kept the basic idea of PLSPM, i.e. alternating latent model adjustment (internal estimation) and attraction of factors to strong correlation structures in groups (external estimation).
But both internal and external estimation mechanisms have been extended, so as to be able to focus on a greater variety of phenomenons: interactive latent variables in the latent model, and the existence of bundles in groups. As the application examples show, the main asset of these extensions is that they give a greater flexibility to the Path Modelling technique, and allow to better respect the complexity of things during exploration. Of course, the analyst will have to pay for it, by trying several options as to the model (the choice of interactions) and the external estimation tool (the resultant's order). Then, he/she will have to examine the results produced by these choices, and take the responsability to pick some and discard others. But we feel that there lies perhaps the second main asset of the extensions: when selection is possible, it has to be supported by valuable arguments, so the analyst may have to think things over with greater care.
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